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EXPERIMENTS & EVALUATION
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Our Semantic Space approach to multimedia retrieval is based on a generalisation of an information 
retrieval technique called Cross-Language Latent Semantic Indexing (CL-LSI).
Conceptually, a Semantic Space is simply a large, multidimensional vector space in which images and 
terms (both keywords and visual-terms describing the images' content) representing the images, are placed. 
The placement of these images and terms is such that the images are placed 'near' to the terms that describe 
them. Standard cosine techniques can be used to assess and rank similar items in the space.
We have developed a new faceted model of semantic content which is a significant advance upon those conceptual indexing models previously encountered in the image retrieval literature which classify image semantic 
content broadly into generic, specific and abstract concepts. Central to our formulation is a combination of object, spatial, temporal and activity/event facets. To these are added abstract and related concept 
facets, together with context and topic facets, which capture  the highest level, global semantic content of the image.
Using the V&A dataset together with our faceted model and semantic retrieval system, we set out to investigate three main questions; 
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Firstly, how is our faceted model reflected within the V&A keywording 
scheme?
Secondly, how well does the semantic space retrieval system perform 
with respect to queries from each of the facet categories? 
Finally, how does the amount of training data for a particular keyword 
affect retrieval performance when using that term as a query?
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The Victoria & Albert collection is an eclectic collection of photographed images of a large variety of subjects. 
There are over 17000 images, with a keyword-vocabulary of over 12000 terms. Each image has between 0 
and 136 keywords (average 9.2) associated with it, describing some of the subject meta-data.